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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will apply the techniques of Lillo [1,2] to a larger class of 
equations. We will consider the equation 
d”+“)(t) - cdmJ(t - d) - &+(t - co) + cdx(t - A - w) 
S-l Z(7c) 
(1.1) 
whereO=d,<n,<-..<d,-~<d+ w, c and d real, and cd # 0. We 
also shall assume that c,‘:)(t) E PJO, zu] where Pr[O, CU] denotes the set of real 
periodic functions of period w which have continuous first derivatives. 
Define the following linear operators: 
&x)(t) = X(“)(t) - cx(t - O), (I+)(t) = X(m)(t) - dx(t - c-0) 
and 
Here and in the future & denotes CiIt and XI denotes CFii . Thus we can 
write (1.1) as 
wL~)(~) = P)(t)- (1.2) 
Let C[-(A + w), 0] denote the space of complex valued functions on 
[-(A + w), 0] possessing m -1 n - 1 continuous derivatives with norm 
II 4 I/* = sup{1 &+..,I #m+n-1Y41~, 
* This work is part of the author’s doctoral thesis prepared under the direction of 
J. C. Lillo at Purdue University. 
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Let x($,0, t) = x(t), t > 0 denote a solution of (1.1) with the initial function 
4(t) E Cl-@ + w>, 01 and ~~(a) = x(t + a) for a: E [-(A + w), 01. Then 
T(t, 0) $(a) = +(a) for t 2 0 defines a linear map of C[-(A + w), 0] into 
itself. The operator U = T(m, 0) or a power of U, is a completely continuous 
operator of C[-(A + o), 0] into itself [4]. Consider the equation 
(U-pi)+(a) =0 h w ere I is the identity map. Let p denote any complex 
number for which this equation has a nontrivial solution. Then p is called a 
characteristic multiplier of (1.1) and h = (l/w) log p is called a characteristic 
exponent of (1 .l). Th e nontrivial solution I is called an eigenfunction of 
U and the solution x($,0, t) is called an eigensolution of (1 .l). 
We assume that A and w are rationally related to w and put rk = nA,/A. 
By making a change of variables, we may as well assume w = 2~. Thus we 
are assuming A = 2rrqlr and LC) = 2ra/b, where q and Y and a and b are 
relatively prime pairs if integers. We will also assume that 
max[Z(K) + rlc] < n + m/A - 1 for K = 0, l,..., s - 1. (i.3) 
Inequality (1.3) is used in Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 to establish bounds on the 
derivatives of the eigensolutions of (1.1). It is also used in Theorem 3.3 to 
show that the characteristic exponents of (1.1) are asymptotic to the charac- 
teristic exponents of 
v&x)(t) = 0 (1.4) 
and also that the eigensolutions of (1.1) are similar to those of (1.4). 
Since U or a power of U is a completely continuous operator, there exist 
only countably many eigensolutions {xj(t)>. Using (1.3), we will show that 
for any solution x(4,0, t) of (1.1) the series 
(1.5) 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent on [a, b] where 0 < a < b < CO. 
In (1.5) the aj(x) is a “projection” of x(+,0, t) onto a function yj(t) which is 
“adjoint” to zj(t). 
These results are similar to those of Lillo [l], In [l] the left hand side of 
(1.1) is replaced by I - cx(t - A). Lillo’s results were obtained under 
the assumption. 
max[Z(K) + r,] < n - 2 for K = 0, I,..., s - 1. (1.6) 
If we put w = 0 into (1.3), we have a condition weaker than (1.6) .In this 
paper we will show in Theorem 3.3 that condition (1.6) in Lillo’s paper can 
be weakened to 
max[Z(k) + rlc] < n - 1 for K = 0, l,..., s - 1. (1.7) 
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This is the best condition that one can expect, since it has been shown [9] 
that in the case rz = 1 one may have a kind of “harmonic resonance” for (1.5). 
Thus depending on the nature of the coefficients c,(t), the series (1.5) may 
be either convergent or badly divergent [S, 91. 
II. THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
From [3, p. 541 the characteristic exponents of (1.4) are the zeros of the 
equation 
h(s) f (P - ce-As)(sm - deeus), (2.1) 
which is called the characteristic equation. In this section we will consider 
some facts concerning the distribution of the zeros of h(s) and also obtain 
some estimates which will be needed in Sections III and IV. So that h(s) 
has two distinct root chains, one for each factor, it is necessary that m/o # n/A 
[3, pp. 410-4151. Assume 
m/w > n/A. (24 
Thus it is only necessary to consider the distribution of the zeros for the 
separate functions h,(s) = sn - cc-As and h,(s) F P - de-W8. The zeros of 
h,(s) and h,(s) are distributed along the curves C, and C’s ,
C, : y = -&(I c j2/a exp(-2Ax/n) - x2)1/2 
C, : y = +(I d jzlrn exp( -2wx/m) - x2)1’2, 
(2.3) 
and they occur in conjugate pairs. 
Let y = u + iv, ~1 > 0 denote a zero of h,(s). Then if 1 y j is sufficiently 
large we have 
u = --WA) WI Y Ill c I19 
~1 = (nlA)h + 2+)/n + 2~~7 - 71./2 - tan-l I u/v II, 
(2.4) 
where ql = 0 or r depending on the sign of c. Also p1 is a large integer and 
j, = 0, l,..., n - 1. Similar equations hold for the zeros of h,(s). 
In the following lemmas we will give uniform lower estimates for 1 h(s)\ 
for s in certain regions of the complex plane. More detailed proofs are given 
in [ll]. 
If I is any complex number, then define T(z) = (z + ia / u is real]. Thus 
T(z) is a vertical line in the complex plane going through x. If I = x + iy 
is any complex number, where Re(--x) is sufficiently large, then T(x) will 
intersect each curve, Cr and C, , twice in points which are conjugate to one 
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another. Let T(z) n Ci = {z&z), z&z)} where Im q(z) > 0 for i = 1, 2. 
Also let K,(x) = / c exp(--dx)llln = j c jljn exp(-Ax/n) and let K,(s) = 
1 dexp(--wx)jl/” = 1 d II’m exp(-wx/m). If E > 0 and x is E units away from 
all zeros of h(x) then there exists [3, p. 414-4151 a J(G) = J > 0 such that 
and (2.4) 
Lemma 2.1 gives uniform lower estimates for I h(s)1 for s near T(x) if one 
stays away from C, and Ca . 
LEMMA 2.1. Given any E > 0, there exists MI(e) = MI such that if 
Rex < -MI and for any s* szlch that j s* - z, I < [kz,(z)]-(l+E) one has the 
following estimates for h(s): 
(a) j h(s* + iu)j > A / s* + io jm++-l 3 A[k,(~)]“+fi-~, for 
0 E Mkz), a> or u E [-2 Im x, - 1/(8q), -ok), 
(b) I h(s* + iu)I > A[kJz)]+l I s* + iu lm > A[kI(z)]“-1[k.k2(x)]~, for 
u E [-1/(8aq), -Im(x, - ~a) + l@aq)] OY for 
u E [-Im(z; + x.J - 1/(8aq), -2 Im za + 1/(8aq)]. 
(4 I h(s* + i4I b 4FzlC41”[&P1, for 
u E [--Im(xl - 4 - l/(84 --Im(z; + 2;) + 1/(8q)l. 
Here A = min{J/(64aq), JL(+l)in”/(64aq), l}, where L = I d l/l c /u/d and J is 
de$ned in (2.4). 
Proof. We need only prove (a) through (c) for Im(s* + iu) > 0 because 
of the symmetry of h(z) with respect to the real axis. First, take Ml so large 
that [K~(x)]-(~+‘) is smaller than 1/(16aq). If Ml is sufficiently large, then 
1 z1 I”(1 - o[kr(z)](r+E)) < I c exp(--ds*)l < I x1 [“(l + ~~[.JzJz)]-~~+~ 
(2.5) 
1 z2 I”(1 - w[K&z)]--(~+~)) < 1 d exp(--ws*)I < I xa I”(1 + 4[&&~)]-~(+~)). 
(2.6) 
To prove part (a) we use (2.4) and (2.5) to get 
I h(s* + iu)l > (I s* + iu l12 - I z, l12 - 4A I z, ln-1--E) J I s* + iu jl?z 
> J I s* + iu lnz++-l [1/(16aq) - 4A I z, I-‘] 
> A I s* + iu lna+n--l 
> A[Is&)]“+~-~. 
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Part (b) is proved by using [l, Lemma 2.lb] and (2.4). To prove part (c) 
we use (2.4)-(2.6) to get 
I &” + iu>I 3 J I c exp(-As*)1 (1 d exp(--ws*)l - j s* + km)\ 
2 (J I ~1 I”19 I ~2 I”-lU/W~d - 4 ~1 I-? 
z 4@)l”[~2(41m-1. q 
In Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we will obtain lower estimates for / h(s)1 when s 
is in the neighborhoods of the curves C, and Ca . These estimates will be 
used in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Since we express our functions in these 
theorems as Fourier series, we will only need estimates for h(s* + &J) for 
integer translations, that is, when u is an integer. 
To simplify the discussion in these lemmas we will introduce some notation. 
If LY. is a complex number, define D(a) = (.z I 1 Im(x - u)I < l/(&q)); if R and 
S are any two sets of complex numbers, we set d(IZ, S) = inf I r - s 1, where 
Y E R and s E 5’; and also if z is a complex number define T,(x) = (z + ij 1 j
is an integer). 
In Lemma 2.2 we will obtain lower estimates for j h(s* + ij)\ in the 
neighborhoods of the curves C, and C, where s* is near a zero of h(s). In 
Lemma 2.3 we will obtain lower estimates for 1 h(z + $1 in the neighborhoods 
of the curves C, and C, where T,(x) is sufficiently far away from all zeros of 
h(s). In Lemma 2.2 we will let y denote a zero of h,(s) and h denote a zero 
of h,(s). 
LEMMA 2.2. Given any E > 0, with A as in Lemma 2.1, there exists 
M,(G) = M2 such that if Re y  < -M, , then for any s* such that 1 s* - y  j < 
[Jz~(~)]-(~+~) one has the following estimates: 
(a) j h(s* + ij)l 3 A[~~(y)]e+nw(m-l)i(md) for a negative integer j s~lc.4 
that s* + ij is in. D(g2(y)) OY in D(sT~(~)), 
(b) I 4s” + $>I Z At&(r)l”+“-l fw a negative integer j such that 
s* + ij is in D(y). 
Also if Re h < -M2 , then for any s* such that j s* - X / < [kl(X)]-(l+G) one 
has the following estimates: 
(c) / h(s* + $)I 3 A[k(X)lm+‘+l for a positive integer j such that s* -k ij 
is in D(z,(h)) or a negative integer j such that s* + 6 is in II(@)), 
(d) ( h(s* + ij) 3 A[K1(X)]12+12W(-1)l(md) for a negative integer j such that 
s* + ij is in D(X). 
Proof. To prove part (a) there are two cases to consider: Case 1; the 
nearest zero of h2(s), call it A,, is such that 1 A, - (s* + ij)j > e2 = l/(16&): 
and Case 2; 1 A, - (s* + zj)j < ~a. 
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In Case 1 we get the desired estimate since s* + ij is uniformly bounded 
away from the zeros of h(s). 
In Case 2 we will first consider s* + ij~ D(z,(y)). Since A, is a zero 
of ha(s), hence of h(s), we have by the mean value theorem / h(s* + ;i)l = 
I h’(s)1 I s* + ij - h, I, w h ere s is on the line segment joining A, and s* + ij. 
Lower bounds for 1 h’(s)1 and 1 s* + ;j - A, 1 are obtained in [l l] in a manner 
similar to [l]. Parts (b), (c), and (d) are computed similarly [l l] by use of the 
mean value theorem. q 
LEMMA 2.3. Given any E > 0, there exists MS(e) = MS > 0 such that for 
a complex number z, where Re ,z < --Ma and d(h, , T.(z)) > [~l(h~)]--(l+E) for 
all zeros Ati of h( s , one has the following estimates whme j is an integer: ) 
(a) j h(x + ij)i > B[hl(z)]“+n-l-E for z + ij E D(z&z)) or 
% + ;j E Jqq~)), 
(b) 1 h(z + ~$1 > B[hl(x)]“+(nw)(Tn-l-E)l(md) for x + ij E D(x,(x)) or 
x + ije D(.~a(x)). Here B = min{AJ/32, wJ/16, A). 
Proof. In part (a) we have by (2.4) and [l, Lemma 2.2~1 
1 h(z + $)I > AJ[hl(z)]‘+-(l+E) I x + ij I”/16 
> B[~Jz)]“+“-~-‘. 
In part (b) we use also (2.5) to get 
j h(z + ij)\ > (wJ/16) I c exp(--dz)l [A&z)]“-(i+‘) 
2 f+1t41 la+nw(m-1-r)/(mA). q 
III. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
In this section we shall obtain the existence and uniqueness of eigen- 
solutions and the associated characteristic exponents of Eq. (1.1). We shall 
use the same techniques as Lillo used in [l]. The calculations for the existence 
are different and we will see how we can substitute condition (1.7) for con- 
dition (1.6) in [l]. 
By the work of Stokes [4] and Shimanov [5] we see that if h is a charac- 
teristic exponent of (1 .l), then (1.3) has an eigensolution of the form 
x(t) = p(t) eAt, where p(m+n)(t) E CP,[O, w]. Here CP,[O, w] denotes the set 
of periodic complex valued functions with period w which have continuous 
first derivatives. We shall assume hereafter that eu = 27r. Now if 
c(t) E CP,[O, 2~1 then c(t) = C,“=-, cjeijt, where 11 c(t)]] =‘C,“-m j ci 1 is 
finite. The coefficients cj shall aslo be denoted by [c(t)lj . 
In the next two lemmas we will obtain estimates that will be necessary for 
the existence theorem. In Lemma 3.1 we will consider an equation of the 
form 
(ALL) = 4@, 9 (3.15 
We will assume p(t, A) = Ck q*(t) exp()l(;C - A,)), where &b) E CPz[O, 24 and 
Re h < 0. We shall also assume j\ (rk(t)l[ < Kr[kl(h)]“f”-T~-S for k = 0, 1 ,...P 
s - 1 where S and K1 are some positive constants. If (3.1) has a solution of 
the form x(t) = p(t) eAb where pcmi-n)(t) E CP1[O, 24 then in Lemma 3.1 we 
shall obtain estimates for Ij z&)(t) e+ 11. 
LEMMA 3.1. C&err any E > 0, there ex&s J&(E) > 0 such that if 
h,(A) > A&(e) the-nil xcz)(t) e -It II d [MWl + ~~)llp(t>li for l = 1, L., m + f2. 
Pof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 in El] and can be 
found in fll]. cl 
This next lemma is used in the uniqueness part of our existence theorem. 
Let x(t) =p(t) eht, where IIfi(t)j\ >, 1 denote an eigensolution of (1.1). In 
Lemma 3.2 we will obtain estimates for jl x(a)(t) evAt /I. In this lemma, condition 
(1.3) will be used to get the desired result, Define 01= msx[Z(k) -j- rk] for 
h = 0, l,..., s - 1. From (1.3), we see there exists /? > 0 such that a! + 2p = 
n+nw/il- 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given any E, 0 < E -=c /I, there exists n/l,(e) > 0 such that if 
h,(h) > n/r,(e) then 
jl I e-At jl f k,l(X)[2 +- (I +- m + 2)ij lip(t)ll, for 1 = 1, 2 ,..., m + n - 1. 
ajefx+ij)t be a solution of (1 .l) and let 
s - 1 and let L = / d I/ / c 1°jd, We 
such that 1 X + ij j > A.#) and by 
I\ * I& the sum over all j such that j h + ij 1 < kr(h). If I + Y = m + n, then 
for allj such that / h + zj / > k,(X), we have 
/ X + ij Iz j a, j < 1 X + ij Im+lz j a, / [kl(X)]-T or for I = 0, l,..., m + n 
[/ x(l)(t) e-At [II < [hl(A)]z--(mf12) /j d”+“)(t) e+ I}, . (3.2) 
Now if j is such that j X + ij 1 < kl(A>, then for all 1 we have 
(3.3) 
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Putting the series representation of the solution into (l.l), we get 
I aj I I h + ;j Im+n d I aj I I h + ;j P C&W +L I aj I I A + ii I” [@W”l” 
+L 1 aj 1 [Az~(A)]~+~~~~ 
+ CC C [czk(t) x(‘)(t - AhI exp(--h@ - 4Jh kO)lr~. 
k 1 
(3.4) 
We will first establish for I = 1,2,..., m + n - 1 that 
11 ,a+(f) e-At [I1 < klz(X){(Ip(t)lll + Ze + 3z-1 (1 dm+la)(t) e+ (I1 [~(A)]-‘“+“+l+B)>. 
(3.5) 
The proof of (3.5) is done by induction. Dividing (3.4) by I h + ij jm++-l 
and then summing on all j such that I X + ij 1 > k,(h) we get 
11 x(l)(t) ecAt /I1 
< -w) [II P(OllI + 235 II P(~>llI [ww(m-nW’~) 
+ CC C 11 czk(t) d’)(t - dk) exp(--h(t - A,))11 [K,(h)]‘~-‘~+“’ . (3.6) 
k 1 I 
In the last term of (3.6) we have the norm of the product of two functions. 
From [7, p. 2681, we see ll.fg jl < llfll * I/g II. Thus we have 
ll c&) x(Yt - 4) exp(--h@ - 4Nll < II dOI . II X(zY4 eeAt II
< Q(ll xczV) e+ Ill + II x(zYt) ewAt IIJ, 
where Q = max(li +(t)jl). Thus using this, (3.2), (3.3) and condition (1.3) 
we prove (3.5) for I = 1 when &(A) is sufficiently large. The induction step 
follows similarly [I I] and thus (3.5) is proved. 
We next establish 
II x(“+Y~) e--ht Ill d A%(41~+” ~IIIWII~ + Cm + W (3.7) 
Taking (3.4) and summing on all j such, that I X + ij I > k,(X) and using 
(3.3), (3.5), and (1.3), we get 
11 dm+n)(t) e-At Ill (1 - 3”+@[K,(X)]- (l+@) < M4l”+~[llzWll~ + Cm + 214 
(3.8) 
or if k,(h) is so large that 3m+lz[&(A)J-(1+P)) < + then (3.8) yields (3.7). 
Putting (3.7) into (3.5) gives us 
II xczV) e+ Ill G hz(4P II P(~>lh + (I + m + 34 (3.9) 
and combining (3.9) with (3.3) gives us the statement of the lemma. 0 
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Now we are ready to prove the existence and uniqueness of eigensolutions 
of (1.1). In Theorem 3.3 we will show that there exists a characteristic 
exponent of (1.1) 1 c ose to a characteristic exponent of L,Lg = 0 when the 
characteristic exponent is sufficiently large. Then in Theorem 3.4 we will 
show that all but a finite number of the characteristic exponents of (1.1) 
can be gotten in this way. Here 01 and p are defined using condition (1.3) the 
same as in Lemma 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Given any E, 0 < E < /I, there exists M&E) such that if X is 
a characteristic exponent of L,L,x = 0, and k,(h) > M&E), then in the circle of 
radius [k&+)]-(l+E) about h there is exactly one characteristic exponent, y, of 
Eq. (1.1). Thus, Eq. (1.1) has a solution of the formp(t) ert, where 
p(t) E Cp,[O, 274 
Furthermore, p(t) is unique. 
Proof. We will first establish the existence of y by constructing the 
eigensolution x(t) = p(t) e@. We will do this inductively. Let us define x,-,(t) = 
en@ and h,, = h. 
Assuming xr(t) and X, have been defined we define ++i(t) and A,, as 
follows. We let Xr+r be the zero of the equation 
h(z) = C 1 [c&t) xF’(t - A,) exp(--h,(t - 03)& e-@, (3.10) 
k Z 
such that 1 Xr+r - h, j < [k,(X)]-l. We let xr+l(t) = p,+,(t) exp(h,,,t), where 
[p,+,(t)], = 1 and [p,,(t)lj for j # 0 is the solution of 
= F T  [elk(t) x!‘(t - dk) exp(-&(t - Ok))]? exp(--dkh?d c3’11) 
Thus, we see x,+r for 7 >, 0 is a solution of 
(LIL$x,+l)(t) = c 1 [elk(t) @(t - ok> exp(--hr(t -- 'k))l exp&+dt - 'k)b 
k 1 
(3.12) 
The existence of xT+l(t) will b e established in our induction arguments. 
To simplify the discussion of the convergence we define the following 
for r > 1: 
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Let Q, C, and L be defined as in Lemma 3.2, A and J be defined as in 
Lemma 2.1, D = max{l, d + w}, and N = 32CQDs(m + n). Also from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we see that there exists R > 0 such that 
I wb + 6 + ij)/l w,,, + ;j>I < RJ%&) for Mb) 
sufficiently large where / flj - A0 1 < [kl(h,,)]-(l+~). Now let 
K = max(2R + 2N, 32N/A, N}. 
We will show by induction that for k,(h,) sufficiently large that we get the 
following estimates: 
If we choose k,(&,) so large that 2K < [&(X,,)]s then we see that we have 
uniform and absolute convergence of the p,(t) to p(t). Also the hi converge 
uniformly to y. Furthermore, we see that 
PO> = 1 + f(t) where II f(t)11 -c WdU-8, (3.15) 
1 A, - y I < [vz,(A,)]-(l+B). (3.16) 
Our proof is by induction. First, we will show that (3.13) and (3.14) hold 
for r = 1. Considering /3, , by the definition of X1 and h, , we have 
h(h,) - h(;\,) = c c [cza(t)lo X&-A+ 
k 1. 
(3.17) 
By the mean value theorem we have ] h(h,) - A(&,)/ = 1 h’(.$)/ 1 hr - A, 1, 
where f is on the line joining hr and h, . As in Lemma 2.2 we have ] h’(c)] > 
A[k&)]n+nu/4. Also by choosing k,(h,) sufficiently large we have I e--d&A1 1 < 
2 1 @k”o [ for k = 0, 1,. .., s - 1. Thus by (3.17) we have 
PI = 14 - Al I = I 44) - J4AJl/l W&I 
d 2QWm + 4 K,(h,)I(A[~,(h,)l”+“w’“) 
which gives us (3.13) for Y = 1. 
Now to prove (3.14) for P = 1. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we have 
I Vl + @I 3 4dAJI s+nmlA and by the definition of PI(t) we have 
a1 = ze-AkA1/h(X1 + ij> 1 < 2CQs(m + ~)/(A[h(4,)ls>, 
which gives (3.14) for r = 1. 
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in the induction we will also need some other estimates; namely we have 
by Lemma 3.1 for E < l/(m + n) 
Also we can show [II] that xi(t) - e w is a solution of the type in Lemma 
3.1 and thus, we have 
Hence, 
lj(xl(t) - eAq(z)e-“lt II G 222,z&) II PI(f) - 1 Ii* (3.18) 
+z = // x?‘(t) eehlt - A,’ I/ < 11(x1(t) - c+~)’ evAIt I/ + 1 A,’ - X,’ 1 
< 8K[k1(X,)]“-8. 
Now let us assume for j < r and for 1 = 1,2,..., m + n - 1 we have the 
following estimates: 
aj d (q~ll~py, (3.19) 
Pj < (~[q~~)l-R)~ [w$&(l+R), (3.20) 
criz = I/ @(t) exp(-A$) - I& exp(-&rt)jj < Sk~(&,)(k&,)]-a)j, (3.21) 
II +Yt> e+ II G 4k1”(&) II P&>lL (3.22) 
We will show these estimates hold for Y + 1. The proof of (3.20) is similar 
to the proof in [l] and can be found in [ll]. 
Next we will obtain an estimate for cu,+, . Let us denotep,(t) = C~~-co b, eijt 
and p,+dt> = Cp-m ajeijt. By (3.10) and (3.11) we have for eachj 
(aj - b) H?b + ij) 
= $ T Gz&) 4% - 4 exp(-W - 4)) 
- ctk(t) 4S(t - 4 exp(---h,-& - 4>llg exp(--4LJ 
t [cz&> 4% - 4) exp(-44 - 4llj hpC---dd,+J 
- exp(---dkh-))I + 4V0, + ij) - W,+l + $1. (3.23) 
Dividing (3.23) by h(X,, + ;j) and summing on allj not equal to zero we get 
some terms of the form \jf *g 11. Here we use \\f *g j\ & \}f\\ j\g 11 as we used 
in Lemma 3.2. Using this inequality here is what is needed in [l]‘to get the 
less restrictive condition in (1.7). In the sum we also observe 
I wr + G) - w,, 4 ii)! = &+I I fml -5 Es + #I 
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and 1 &(A, + & + ij>j/j h(h,+, + zj)j < Rk,(A,,) for some R > 0. Thus, we 
have 
Oi %+1 G w/4MM - cn+nw’~)[(K[~~(hg)l--lS)r + f4*11 + e%-M,)ll Iwl~ 
which yields (3.19) forj = r + 1. 
We see (3.22) for j = r + 1 is a consequence of Lemma 3.1, when we 
observe that the .X1 involved in the bounds for the qk(t) is the same at each 
of the induction steps. 
The computations to prove (3.21) are similar to the proof in [l] and can 
be found in [ll]. Thus we have the existence part of Theorem 3.3. The 
uniqueness part of the theorem is also done by an iteration procedure. 
Suppose we have two eigensolutions x,(t) = p,(t) eATt for r = 1, 2 where 
1 A, - A(J 1 < [Kl(Ao)]-‘l+“’ and 1 < Ij p,(t)/1 < 2. We write xr(t) = 
c,“=-, a,,je(hr+ij)t. It is not difficult to show [ a,,, ( + 0 [ll]; thus, we may as 
well assume a,,, = 1 and 1 d II P@>II < 4 and II b(t) - 1 II < 2JW&40YB. 
Since a,,, = 1, we can show [ll] j A, - A,, ( < K[kr(A,)]-(1+2s), thus, from this 
and from II p,(t) - 1 /I < 2K[kl(h,)]-28, we can as in the existence part of the 
proof show by induction that for any integer 1 
II P&) - ~,@)ll < WMb)l-aY ad I h - X2 I < 2[~,(h,)l-c1+p)(K[~l(ho)l-“)z. 
This, thus, establishes the uniqueness and finishes the theorem. q 
In the next theorem we will show that the procedure in Theorem 3.3 gives 
us all but a finite number of the characteristic exponents of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.4. Given any E, 0 < E < /3, there exists an N,(E) such that if h 
is a characteristic exponent of (1.1) and k,(h) > N,(E) then 
I h - Y I < Mwl+” 
for some characteristic exponent y  of L,L,x = 0. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem’3.4 in [l] and can be 
found in [l 11. q 
We will show in Section IV that the dimension of the eigenspaces cor- 
responding to the characteristic exponents gotten by the process in Theorem 
3.3 is one. 
IV. THE CONVERGENCEPROBLEM 
Letm+n==randthenwrite(l.l)as 
xW)(t) zz 1 c cz,(t) xyt - 0,) + cxyt - 0) + dx(“)(t - w> 
k Z 
- cdx(t - A - w). (4.1) 
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Let X(t) = [x(t), S’(t), X+l)(t)]T, th en we can write (4.1) as the matrix 
equation 
X(t) = c A,(t) X(t - A,) + EX(t - A) + CX@ - w) 
k 
+ DX(t - A - w). (4.2) 
In (4.2) the A&(t) = (&t)) are T x Y matrices and B, C, and D are Y x 1” 
matrices where b,,,,, = c, c,,,+r = d, d,,l = -cd and all other btj , cij , dij 
are zero. Here we have u&(t) = 6(i, j - 1) for i < Y - 1 and a!&) = c+&t) 
forj-l~Z(O)andu~~(t)=Oforj-l>>(0).ForO<K~s-lwehave 
&(t) = 0 when i < r - 1 and atj(t) = +&t) for j - 1 < Z(k). For all k, 
0 < k < s - 1 we also have &(f) = 0 forj - 1 > Z(K). The initial function 
space for (4.2) is C,[-(A + w), 0] = C, , which is the space of column 
vectors with Y entries of complex-valued functions with norm the supremum 
of the Y functions on the interval. The adjoint equation [5] for (4.2) is 
W) = - c Y(t + A,) Ak(t + 0,) 
k 
- Y(t 4 0) B - Y(t + w) c - Y(t -(- d + w)D. (4.3) 
Here Y(t) is the row vector &(t), ya(t),..., yr(t)]. The initial function space 
for (4.3) is Cr*[O, A + w] = CT*, the sapce of row vectors with Y entries of 
complex functions. Let us define a bilinear form of [S] defined on C, x C,*. 
For X(t + 6) = X,(6) E C,, 0 E [-(A + o), 0] and for Y(t + a) = Yt(a) E C,*, 
o(- E [0, A + co], we define 
C&(@, Y”(d> tl = YV) -X,(O) + c 1” YYS) &(t + $3 X,(f - 0,) df 
k 0 
+j,“‘” y”(t) D-&(6 - A - a) d%. (4.4) 
It can be shown that if X(t) is a solution of (4.2) and Y(t) is a solution of 
(4.3) then (4.4) is a constant independent of t. Since this is the case, when 
no confusion will arise we will drop the reference to t and write [X, yl for 
(4.4). Let th e er *g ensolutions (Xi(t)) of (4.2) and (Yi(t)} of (4.3) be indexed so 
that the index increases with the magnitude of the associated characteristic 
exponent so that 
[Xi ) YJ = qi, j). 
If h is a characteristic exponent of (4.2), then the invariant space cor- 
responding to h may have dimension greater than one [6, pp. 403-404]. 
However, if there is only one eigensolution of the form X(t) = P(t) ent of 
(4.2) and only one eigensolution of the form Y(t) -h Q(t) e-At of (4.3), then a 
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necessary and sufficient condition for the invariant space to be one dimensional 
is that [X, Y] # 0. 
If X(t) is a solution of (4.2) for t 3 0, then we have associated with it a series 
X(t) - c Gw>, (4.6) 
$4 
where ai = [X, YJ. We are interested in the convergence of (4.6). To help 
us investigate the convergence we introduce the Green’s function G(t, s) 
associated with (4.2). We define G(t, S) such that G(s, S) = I, G(t, s) = 0 for 
t < s and G(t, S) is a Y x r matrix solution of (4.2) for t > s, Thus, we see 
that the columns of G(t, S) are solutions to (4.2). If X(t) is a solution of (4.2) 
and Y(t) is a solution of (4.3) then it can be shown [8] that 
and 
LG(B, 4, I/“(0), t] = Y(s) for s < t 
[XJO), GS(t, e), s] = X(t) for t > s. 
(4.7) 
With (4.7) it can be shown [8] that the study of the convergence of (4.6) 
can be reduced to a study of the convergence of the series associated with 
W, 4. 
G(t, s) N 5 Xi(t) Y,(s). (4.8) 
id 
Before we proceed to discuss the convergence of (49, we will prove a 
lemma which will give us better estimates for 11 x(l)(t) e-At I), where x(t) is a 
solution of (1.1) and X is near a zero of A,(s). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x(t) = p(t) ent be a solution of (1.1) where 1 h - A,, 1 < 
PlGtJl-“+E’ and A, is a zero of hz(s), then for Re(-A) suficiently large we get 
the following estimates: 
(a) [I Xcz)(t) e-At j/ < 3Ksz(&,) jlp(t)ll, for I = 1, 2,..., m and 
(b) 11 ~(~+~)(t) e--At 11 < 3Kzm(AJ k,~(A,) IIp(t)ll, for a = 1, 2,..., n - 1. 
Proof. By working with the xr+l(t) defined in Theorem 3.3 and using 
techniques similar to Lemma 3.2, Lemma 4.1 is easily proved [l 11. cl 
If we take the matrix system in (4.3) and write out the equations we get 
the following system of equations: 
Yr’W = -Yr-1(t), 
r:-t(t) = -Y,-i-1(0 - c &4 - 4JY& + 4) 
(4.9) 
- bra--iyr(t + 4; - cr,T-iN 4 ~1 - 4,-&t + d + ~1, 
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far i = 1,2,..., r - 1, where we let y&t) = 0. Thus, yP(t) satisfies the rth 
order equation 
(- lyyf)(‘)(t) - (-1)” cy;+t + A) - (-1)” dyP’(t + UJ) + cdy$ + n + W) 
= ; T (- 1)” ;; (cz& + 4JY4t + 4)- (4.10) 
Setting z(t) = yr(--t), we have that z(t) satisfies an equation of the form 
(4.11) 
Since cl;(t) E P&O, 2~1, we have that y,(-t) satisfies an equation of the form 
in Sections II and III. Since the discussion in Sections II and III depended 
only on the fact that the coefficients were in P,[O, 27r], one has that similar 
results are valid for Eq. (4.11). The characteristic exponents of (4.3) are just 
the characteristic exponents of (4.2) multiplied by -‘- 1 and the invariant spaces 
have the same dimension [S]. Thus we have by Theorem 3.3 that if Ati is a 
characteristic exponent of (1.1) and k,(&) sufficiently large, Eq. (4.10) has a 
unique eigensolution of the form y,.(t) = a&) e”it. The solution is unique up 
to a scalar multiple and gr(t) is a 2w-periodic function. Furthermore q,(t) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
where 1 hi - Aa ) < [kr(ho)]-(r+E) and ] A0 ] is a zero of h(s). The K. in (4.12) is 
defined as K in Theorem 3.3 except that Q must be replaced by a Q0 which is 
a bound for the coefficients in (4.1 I) when it is rewritten in the form as in (1.1). 
I f  1 A( - A, j < [kl(hO)]-‘r+“, where A,, is a zero of h,(s), then by Lemma 3.2 
we have 
(4.13) 
If, on the other hand, j hi - A, ) < [k.&)]-(t+c), where X, is a zero of ha(s), 
then by Lemma 4.1 we have that 
[I y:‘(t) eait II G 3~,IhJ II &II < ~~,‘;W> for 2 = 1,2,..., m, (4.14) 
IIY?*‘% eAit II < 3k,‘Yh,) &Vd II p,.(t)ll < 6K,?‘&J k,“(X,), (4.15) 
for ol = 1, 2 )...) n - 1. 
505/13/=3 
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If Y(t) = Q(t) e--hit, Q(t) = [ql(t),..., q?(t)] is the corresponding eigen- 
solution of (4.3), we have that rj(t) = qj(t) eeAit for j = 1,2,..., r. In the 
next lemma we will obtain estimates for 11 ill, which will be needed in the 
discussion of the convergence. 
LEMMA 4.2. If  Y(t) = Q(t) e-“it . as an eigensolution of (4.3), then we have 
for et&) J6 * 1 1 su nent y  arge the following estimates: 
(a) II qT--j(t)11 < 36hlj(A0) if 1 Ai - A, j < [hl(h,J]-(l+B), where A,, is a zero 
of h,(s)- 
I f  I hi - A, / < [h&Q]-‘1+E’, where A,, is a zero of h2(s), then we have two 
possibilities: 
(b) I f  n < m then 
(i) II q7-i(t)jl < lGK,++,), forj = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
(ii) II qT-(n+,~(~)ll < 16h%) h,%),for 01 = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
(c) If m < n then 
(9 II qT-&)ll < 16h,j(&,),forj = 1, 2,..., m, 
(ii) II qT-cm+a)(t)ll < 26~2”(&J~Ia(4J, for a: = 1, 2,..., 8 - m - 1, 
(iii) II wn+&)ll < 2W%) h,%J,f~ 01 = 0, I,..., m - 1. 
Proof. Using (4.9) and the estimates in (4.13)-(4.15) and keeping in 
mind (1.3), the lemma is proven similar to the proof in [l]. q 
We will now discuss the convergence of (4.8). 
THEOREM 4.3. The series (4.8) converges un$..mly and absolutely for 
(t - s) E [a, b] where a and b are any positive numbers such that 
O<ol<a<b<co, 
where 01 = max{d(r - 1)/n, w + A - O/n>. 
Proof. From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we get that all but a finite number of 
the characteristic exponents of (1.1) and, h ence, of (4.2) are within circles of 
radius [K,(hJj- (l+E) about the zeros hi of h(s). Except for a possible finite 
number of exceptions, each of these circles contains only one characteristic 
exponent yi of (4.2). Let Xi*(t) denote the eigensolution of (4.2) with charac- 
teristic exponent yi corresponding to the eigensolution of (1.1) obtained in 
Theorem 3.3. Also let Yi*(t) denote the eigensolution of (4.3) with charac- 
teristic exponent -yi corresponding to the eigensolution of (4.10) obtained 
by Theorem 3.3. As before, the invariant space corresponding to yi will be 
one dimensional if and only if [Xi*, Yi*] # 0. 
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Writing (4.4) out in terms of the components of Xi* and Yi* where 
x$*(t) = [x(t), x(l)(t),..., +WJT, Yi*(t) = [x(t), y&h-, y&ll, we get 
[Xi*, Y,*] = i qj(t) x(+l)(t) eeyit 
j=l 
+ ce-“yi de-W% s t t-A--w ~(5  d -~1 x(-i> eByi5 43 (4.16) 
Bounds for the last three integrals are obtained [ll] by integrating by 
parts. Using Lemmas 3.2, 4.1, 4.2 and Eqs. (3.15), (4.12), (4.17), and (4.181, 
it can be shown [ll] 
[Xi”, yi*1 3 %“@,) kP(Q, (4.17) 
when Ai is either a zero of hi(s) or h,(s) and N is a positive constant. 
Hence, for k,(AJ ffi su ciently large we have that the invariant spaces have 
dimension one and the series (4.8) may be written as 
+ f xi*(t) Yj*(s)/[xj*, Y,*]. (4.18) 
j=M* 
In (4.18) the second sum is over all i such that hi is a zero of h,(s), where 
k,(&) is sufficiently large. Likewise the third sum is over ahj such that Aj is a 
zero of h,(s) where k,(hJ is sufficiently large. The factors in the denominators 
of the second and third summations are normalizing factors since in (4.8) we 
had [Xt , Yj] = S(i,j). 
The remainder of the theorem is proved as in [1], but one has to consider 
when the zero hi is a zero of Al(s) or h,(s) [ll]. El 
By examining the above proof closer we can obtain the following result for 
Eq. (1.1). Let Q E C[-A - W, 01, then there is associated with x($,0, t) a 
unique series of the form 
Fl 44 %(f>> (4.19) 
where x,(t) denotes the first component of Xi(t) in (4.8). 
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COROLLARY 4.4. The series (4.19) converges unajmnly and absolutely fix 
t E [a, b] where a and b are any positive real numbers for which 0 < a < b < CCL 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof in [l], see [ll]. q 
It would appear to the author that these techniques would also apply to 
any finite number of root chains. However, the notational difficulties in such 
a generalization would be considerable. 
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